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Create your
Sacred Space

Connecting to and creating your personal
altar and sacred space is such an incredible
practice that will bring you closer to yourself
and the divine. 

This is the place you come to pray, heal,
transform and transmute energy. 

Your altar has its own energy and the more
you show up in daily practice and worship to
it the deeper your connection will be.

 .

Find anywhere in your house the feels right.
 

You can keep your sacred tools here, crystals,
oils, feathers, cards, candles, alchemical blends,

herbs, artwork, plants, sacred instruments,
anything that feels in alignment with your soul. 

 
The way you set up your altar will come

intuitively through you and may often change. 
 

Come to your altar in your own daily rituals



 

As we create rituals and create space, we can
connect into a way of life that is connected to
the highest versions of us.

 Rituals are beautiful and as always can be
unique to you.

 Always tune in with yourself and trust your
own guidance in any way you want to practice.

 Repetition is the way of mastery. When we
continually practice rituals we create a channel
to the divine that brings us into a state of deep
presence. 

 .

Meditation
Prayer

Breath work
Salt  baths
 Mantras

 Clearing your energy and space
 Pulling cards

 Writing intentions
 Gratitude list

Subtle body connection
 Pleasure practice

 Connecting to nature
Mindful movement 

  Something that brings you life or calms you

DAILY RITUALS
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We live in a multidimensional universe. There are so many
things seen and unseen. Everything is energy. The energy we
have in ourselves, where we focus our energy, the energy we

give away or receive, the energy we surround ourselves with. If
we can truly grasp and understand how to create energy

instead of being controlled by it then we can master our lives. 
 

 Where intention flows energy goes.
 

The law of attraction states that energy attracts to itself other
energy with which its in vibrational resonance with. Align with

the vibrational frequency of whatever it is you want to be,
attract, have and do.  We become what we consume. Be

conscious and aware of what you continue to surround yourself
with every day, and where you may be blocking yourself

energetically. 
 
 

The easiest way to check in with your energy is
to see how you are personally feeling.Make
sure basic needs are met take time to slow

down.
 

 You will feel your best and in a high energetic
state if you are deeply nourished. If you find
yourself in a place where you are feeling low
and need support use an energetic tool kit to

bring yourself into a higher frequency

Energy
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The easiest way to check in with your energy is to see how you are
personally feeling.Make sure basic needs are met take time to slow

down. You will feel your best and in a high energetic state if you
are deeply nourished. If you find yourself in a place where you are

feeling low and need support use an energetic tool kit to bring
yourself into a higher frequency.

 
 Create an energetic toolkit thats personal to you. This is a list of
all the things that will put you in a high energetic state where you

feel most relaxed, recharged, and joyful. 
 

You will come back to this at any time when you need it. Use
discernment and take responsibility here. 

 
Let yourself feel any negative emotions that are coming through

but remember you don’t need to live there. 
 

Gratitude is one of the highest vibrational frequencies while fear
and shame are some of the lowest. Practice gratitude daily to raise

your energy. You can do this at any point throughout the day.
 
 
 
 

 
 

How can you start showing up as her now? 
Where in your life are you not in alignment

with the person you say you want to be?
Where is your energy being focused most

of the time? 
Where are you being energetically

drained?
 What things give you energy and fill you

up? 
Feeling into your body now where are you

energetically blocked?

Now imagine your highest self. 
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energy reClamatiON
Cleanse yourself and space with cleansing

smoke, spray, salt bath or shower
 

Sit at your sacred space
 

Close your eyes, go with in
 

Anchor into the earth and connect to the divine
In a way that feels good for you

 
Set the intention for your practice,  calling all
aspects of you back into this present moment,

asking for protection and peace
 

Use the heart space ritual, energy protection,
affirmations, or guided mediation to bring peace

and love in
 

Connect to your highest self
 

 Surrender, Receive and Trust
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 When you start to recognize where your
mind, body, and emotions are, you can

start to heal these parts of yourself and/or
recognize patterns that you are ready to

break and transform.
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I call upon the energies of  my authentic guides to cleanse

this space with me. May you guide me as we remove any

negative energy that lies here. With this Intention,  I release

anything that no longer serves me, this space and my highest

good. I invite healing, loving light energy to enter the space.

Grace me with your presence and bring forth positive

vibrations to cleanse, love, nurture and bless all who enter

here. I say this humbly in gratitude, & so it is!

SaCred CLEansing
IntentIon
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Awareness 

Drop into your heart space, at the tip of your sternum

Balance your mind, body & soul

Ground yourself & calm your mind with  slow deep breath‘s. 

Set your intention 

Speak it out loud , in your minds eye or write it down 

Sacred Geometry  shapes

Imagine your sacred shapes coming from your heart space, creating and taking form out in front of you

Ask for guidance 

Call in guides in which serve your highest good to honor the space with your love and blessing

Meditate and envision 

Close your eyes and imagine the feeling of your intention coming to life. Allow your energy to vibrate at

this high frequency as you release any part of yourself that is holding you back from for filling your life‘s

purpose. 

Give gratitude 

Thank your guides, space , yourself and the universal energies for their blessings

HeArt SpaCe RitUAl
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Close your eyes and take three conscious deep breaths, in through your nose and

exhale through your mouth. Imagine a white light from above streaming down

upon you like a waterfall pouring in to your body and energy field. 

This light is pure, cleansing, source energy. The light flows around you completely,

It expands and circles  around you like a giant bubble 12 feet in all directions. 

 

This bubble of light is your sacred space and protection bubble. You are safe here.

Nothing can harm you, nor come into your energy field. 

 

Envision this bubble expanding outside of your auric field, while saying out loud 

 

"I am clear and I am protected with this source energy and this cleansing iridescent

bubble it protects me, and so it is!"

Energy ProtECTiON
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I am in alignment with my higher self. 

 

I welcome challenges with ease as I go about my day. 

 

I release all that no longer serves me and I open the space for something new to

enter my life. 

 

I know that I am divinely looked after by the universe at all times. 

 

I am a beautiful soul within a magnificent body.

 

I have the courage, confidence and ability to achieve my dreams. 

 

 I am perfect, exactly as I am. 

 

I have all of the answers I need right now. 

 

I am enough.

 

I am safe. 

AffirmatIons
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